
3-Way Dual Isolated Audio Splitters

The RMAS8C, RMAS8CPRO, RMAS8 and RMAS8PRO 
are 8 input, 24 output (3-way) dual transformer isolated 
audio splitters.  A line level pad on each of the 8 input 
channels allows connection of either mic or line level audio 
signals.  Ground lift switches on each of the 16 transformer 
isolated outputs help eliminate ground loops.  Additionally, 
a set of 8 direct (non-isolated) outputs enable a permanent 
and secure connection to phantom power supplies.

I/O varies by unit and consists of standard 3-Pin XLR, Euro 
Block, or DB25 (TASCAM Pinout). 

The RMAS8CPRO and RMAS8PRO feature JENSEN 
magnetically shielded (MU Metal) dual isolated audio 
transformers.

Made in Chicago, USA

Features

-Dual transformer isolated...
 (2 isolated and 1 direct output 
 for each of the 8 inputs)

-Line level pad on each input 
 channel allowing either mic or 
 line level audio.

-Ground lift on each isolated
 output helps eliminate ground 
 loops.

-Wide variety if I/O options 
 geared towards live sound 
 and permanent installation.
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-Designed for permanent installation.
-Line level pad on each input.
-Ground lift on each isolated output.
-Euro block I/O.
-RMAS8CPRO comes standard
 with JENSEN (MU Metal) 
 isolation transformers.

RMAS8PRO

-Designed for mobile / live sound.
-Line level pad on each input.
-Ground lift on each isolated output.
-XLR, DB25, and Euro block I/O.
-JENSEN (MU Metal) isolation
 transformers.

RMAS8

-Designed for mobile / live sound.
-Line level pad on each input.
-Ground lift on each isolated output.
-XLR and DB25 I/O.
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